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摘  要 

 隨著社交網路的蓬勃發展，許多利基於社交網路上的服務，例如： 社交網站上的

application、部落格或個人入口首頁上的 widgets 和 gadgets 等等皆成長快速且多元。為

了能有效地為社交網路上的使用者篩選出適合的服務，我們透過分析服務的熱門度與信

譽、使用者個人喜好與其社交關係等三個面向，並利用倒傳遞類神經網路來模擬使用者

的決策條件，建構出一個系統化的社會網路服務推薦機制。本實驗實作於全球著名的社

交網路平台 Facebook 上；實驗結果顯示所提出的機制優於其他的方法，同時發現社交

關係在社會網路服務的推薦上比使用者自身的喜好與服務的熱門度和信譽更為重要。 
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      ABSTRACT 

 

Social network based services, such as applications on the social network websites, widgets 

on blogs, and gadgets on personal portals have grown dramatically in a tremendous amount. 

In order to efficiently recommend suitable and attractive social network based services to 

users, a systematical recommendation mechanism composing of service’s popularity and 

reputation, user’s preference and social relationship is proposed. A back-propagation neural 

network is applied to optimally model general users’ decision making criteria of using social 

network based services. This recommender service is implemented to one of the most famous 

social network websites- Facebook. The experimental result shows that the proposed model 

outperforms than any other methodology, including Analytic Hierarchy Process. It is also 

found that social relationship plays the most important part in recommendation of social 

network based service, instead of user’s preference or service’s popularity and reputation. 
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Background and Motivation 

The websites and services nowadays on the Internet are transforming profoundly to social 

related [19]. According to a survey done by Alexa.com (16 January, 2006), 15 out of the top 20 

most popular websites are either social networking sites/services (SNS) or have embedded 

social networking functions. Also, it is reported that these SNS, or so called online social 

network (OSN), have attracted nearly half of web users [45]. SNS as a web site platform built 

for people to create and maintain social connections and share information and knowledge 

among individuals have emerged as an important medium for people to interact in the cyber 

world [27].The goal of these services originally lies in helping people establish online presence 

and social networks ;however would eventually shift to exploit the users base for commercial 

purpose [51]. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate whether the essential criteria or 

influential parameters have changed when users make their service decisions on social network 

website. 

Diverse social network related services have been flourished and raised much popularity and 

attention in recent years, such as applications on social network website (e.g. Facebook and 

Myspace), Google gadgets and Yahoo widgets on blogs or personal portals, and Firefox 

add-ons in browsers. Among those, Social Application, which means the social network based 

application, might be the most representable one. Social application is different from 

traditional pc-based applications and digital goods (see in Table 1.1). A traditional application, 

such as calculator, Word, Excel, and so on emphasizes its functional ability to perform a 

specific job, while digital goods, for example: DVDs, CDs, MP3s, videos, provide contents, 

information, and knowledge to users. Social applications which have both functional abilities 

to interact with friends on social network platform and share peer-production contents to each 
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other are sort of a combination that contains traits of applications and digital goods. 

 

Table 1.1The different characteristics of application, digital goods and social application 

 Example Functionality Content Social Interaction

Applications Word, Excel ○   

Digital Goods DVDs, MP3s  ○  

Social Applications VisualBookShlef ○ ○ ○ 

 

With the efforts contributed by many third-party developers, application’s functionality, style 

and purpose has gone diversity. Top social application issues, for example, are related to 

“casual communication”, “gifting”, “gestures”, “meeting people” and so on [5]. By viewing the 

subjects, it appears that these subjects are highly social related. It’s quite astonished that social 

application as a brand new service style is capable of growing rapidly in a great amount and 

fascinating tons of active users. The number of applications on Facebook are over fifty 

thousand [15]. Furthermore, 70% of Facebook users actively use at least one application per 

month and meanwhile 4200 applications are implemented by over ten thousand users per month 

[42]. This extensive usage rate of social application highly indicates that there is a grand 

opportunity lying in the application market. More and more companies notice about the 

potential business value of utilizing application since it is not only able to be as a channel to 

expose company’s products and services to social networks, but also able to help company 

execute target marketing with a lower cost. Take Visual bookshelf [46], a book collection and 

review sharing application on Facebook, for instance. It plays as a role of bridge that connects 

users to Amazon.com by providing easily links to the users who are interesting in buy books 

shared from friends’ collections or others’ reviews. This business model is beneficial to users, 

application developers/providers, and cooperating sponsors. Because Visual bookshelf as an 

application service provider could get its commercial sponsor’s fees through the linkages, and 
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in the meanwhile, Amazon.com could exploit pull strategy to market products to interested 

users. Also, to the users with buying intention, the business corporation would accelerate their 

buying process by providing a convenient shopping procedure. Other than this, there are 

hundreds and thousands of applications that may perform this new electronic business model to 

make profits. According to [37],there have been more than 100 companies established based on 

OSN application development business and Facebook application based advertising campaigns 

have been surprisingly successful. Therefore, there are practical reasons lying behind for 

choosing social application as the research target. 

1.2 Research Problem 

The problem buried in the business model of social application could be described from two 

points of view. On one hand, users would face a problem of how to efficiently and appropriately 

choose interested applications from tons of them. On the other hand, for the third party of social 

application developers, who are dying to attract as many users as possible in the purpose of 

earning more sponsors from advertisements or corporate companies, would encounter a 

problem of discovering the users with strong interest in it. Consequently, one of the motivations 

of this paper is to deal with the visibility dilemma of social application by proposing a 

sophisticated recommender service based on users’ social relationship and application tastes. It 

is hoped that with the help of recommender service, users might decrease searching cost and 

increase their application usage rate. Also, with the benefit of recommendation, developers 

could raise more founds along with the increasing used rate of application. 

Recommending social application is different from recommending books, movies, music or 

any other digital goods, because social application is mainly made for making interactions with 

people. However, it seems like that little researches have been done on analyzing 

recommendation of social related service. Hence, for further understanding people’s decision 
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tendency and criterion when service essence is greatly social related, we aim to implement a 

systematic analysis based on empirical collected data. 

1.3 Research Objectives  

In this paper, we study the recommendation of social network based service based on 

combining both objective view of analyzing services’ popularity and reputation situation ,and 

subjective view of investigating users’ preference and his/her social similarity and interaction. 

It is supposed that with this recommendation mechanism, users would be informed of which 

social network based services are highly suitable, interested, and social attracted to them 

without searching tons of existing services by himself or herself. In the mean time, service 

platform providers could be able to utilize this recommendation method to improve their 

customer relationship management by providing proper social network based services to catch 

customers’ attention and fit their needs. Moreover, we tend to discover users’ concerns of 

using social network based services. If users’ decision making criteria could be revealed, 

which means the importance and priorities of service attributes are uncovered, we could better 

understand how to provide appealing services to users that close to their desired. 

To achieve this goal, we choose one of the most popular social network based service, i.e. 

social application, as the experimental target. A statistic survey is utilized to extract the 

appropriate weights of popularity and reputation from users’ viewpoints. Data mining 

methodology is used to calculate user’s social application preference based on user’s historical 

data. To examine social attraction power contributed by user’s friends who already use that 

social application, we need to evaluate user’s social situations, such as social similarity and 

interactions frequency. These three analytical dimensions would be aggregated into a final 

result with the weights calculated from Artificial Neural Network to model human service 

acceptance decision. Also, user’s feedbacks would be analyzed by one of the famous 
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multi-criteria decision making method called Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) in order to 

discover the practical weighting of the three aspects in human decision. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related works. Section 3 

demonstrates the system framework of social network based service recommendation. Section 

4 describes the experiments, along with data collection and data analysis, followed by the 

experimental discussion in section 5. Finally, the conclusion and future works are portrayed in 

section 6.   
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CHAPTER 2 Literature Reviews 

This section will reviews related works including online social networks, recommendation 

mechanism, back propagation neural network and the Analytic Hierarchy Process. The three 

formers are associated with the research topic and methodology, and the last is applied for the 

use in benchmark. 

2.1 Online Social Networks 

With the speedy growth of online social networking website/service, researchers have put 

academic efforts in analyzing the characteristic of online communities and their social graph 

structures. Distinctive features of social network such as linkage, taste, and subgroup difference 

are studied in [20, 29, 35, 38] that reveal the reality of user behaviors and network features. 

Topology analysis of online social structure, including distribution of in-degree and out-degree, 

shortest path length, and page view are researched in [19, 22], and the popularity of 

user-generated content is described in[11]. In addition to empirical studies, simulation issues 

including methods for networking sampling [28] and the effect of missing data in social 

network [26] are also discussed. Still, privacy concerns of sharing information on social 

networks have raised scholars’ interests [1, 13, 41]. 

Comparing to the researches of previous, studies on social network based service are 

apparently rare and new. Lately published studies focus on summarizing characteristics of 

Facebook application into a higher level [37], as well as analyzing the statistic data of the 

growths patterns[3] or the activities[39] of application. However, among those works, it is 

likely that little do papers perform approaches to systematically deal with application 

recommendation problem. 
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2.2 Recommendation Mechanism  

The issue of recommendation has aroused much academic interests and been spotlighted for 

decades. The main purpose of recommendation is to deal with information overload problem by 

providing a recommender service that would present suitable items to targeted users based on 

collected or inference information[31]. Recommendation mechanism usually could be 

categorized into three types according to the sources of recommendation data[6]: 1) 

content-based mechanisms, which suggest items based on the similarity to users’ previous 

preference profiles, 2) collaborative-based mechanisms, which recommend items based on 

general tastes of similar users’ profile, and 3) hybrid mechanism that combines the previous 

two approaches. Regardless of the success of each mechanism in many research domains, there 

are still some drawbacks in these methods. For the content based approach, due to the syntactic 

nature of the similarity matrices employed to compare, the existing metrics would only be able 

to detect the similarity items with the same attributes or features, leading to an overspecialized 

problem of only including items very similar to those the users already know[9]. Meanwhile, it 

is also limited by the availability of specifically defined objects with features[47]. For 

collaborative based approach, since it is required to know many user profiles in order to 

elaborate accurate recommendation results, limitation would lie in practical concerns of 

difficultly collecting and deriving such a great amount of data for a given user. Still, sparsity 

problem, which occurs when available data are insufficient for identifying similar users, would 

limit its applicability and quality. 

Therefore, in order to design a suitable recommendation mechanism which firstly fits to 

online social network environment and secondly makes up for some shortcomings in content 

and collaborative based methods, we tend to put social relationship into consideration. The 

aspect of social relationship, including trust, intimacy and social similarity, has been 

implemented in several academic researches, such as blog recommendation[18, 30] and social 
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media recommendation[25].With the supported information of social relations, we could design 

a better hybrid social recommendation mechanism that integrates the advantages of these three 

dimensions. 

2.3 Back-propagation Neural Network   

Artificial neural network(ANN), composed of an interconnected group of artificial neurons, 

is a mathematical or computational model that is able to capture complex inputs and outputs’ 

nonlinear data relationship by simulating the structure or functional aspects based on the 

concept of biological neural network model [4].Neurons in ANN are typically located in the 

input layer, in one or several hidden layer ,and in the output layer[17]. Each neuron connected 

to the others with an associated weight representing information utilized by the network to 

solve a given problem. 

ANN can be classified into different categories according to supervised/unsupervised and 

feed-forward/feed-back recall structure[12]. Back-Propagation neural network (BPNN) is a 

famous artificial intelligence technique for supervised machine learning. It uses a generalized 

delta rule algorithm that performs a gradient descent in the error space to minimize the total 

error between the predicted data and the desired data [43] ,and consequently yield predictive 

output with high similarity to the desired output. The process of learning algorithm in BPNN is: 

firstly, the network would propagate the training input pattern, which is sent from the input 

layer, to the output layer. If the pattern derived is different from desired, an error would be 

calculated and then be propagated backwards through the network to the input layer. In the 

meantime, associated weights would also be modified. As the network converges, a pattern 

between desired and input data has learned. Testing data could be feed to the newly trained 

network to calculate the performance of the model. With the adaptively data driven advantage, 

neural network is suitable for many empirical data generating process. For example, ANN is 
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applied in numerous fields, such as pattern recognition[34], financial management and stock 

market[14] and tourism demand[10]. BBPN is one of the most frequently used ANN for 

classification and prediction[49]. Researchers have proven that BPNN with the learning ability 

is appropriate to predict in nearly all kinds of domain[48]. In this paper, we want to leverage the 

advantage of BPNN to deal with the uncertain weighting problem of parameter combination. 
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CHAPTER 3 SYSTEM FRAMEWORK 

To design the mechanism of social network based service recommendation, social 

application and its user’s social relationship are two essential components that require 

comprehension and analysis. Application’s attributes would influence users’ using interests in 

different degrees. For instance, some users are subject-oriented that they pay more attention to 

what fits their preference, while some users maybe more likely to follow the current that use 

social applications as long as they are popular. However, some users are more social-related 

that they would consider whether to use based on their friends’ usage situations or opinions. 

That is, users would probably make decisions according to how many friends are using or who 

is using. It’s noted that this kind of person would think highly of friend’s attraction than 

application’s traits, since the essential of social application lies in users’ interaction. Hence, it is 

necessary for the recommendation system to put users’ social relationship into consideration. 

Besides, user’s tendency of social application is hard to predict, for it might be a mixture of 

several factors with distinct weights. It is possible for a person who is both subject-oriented and 

social-oriented, but with different degree, or a person who simultaneously cares about subject, 

popularity, reputation, socially usage situation and so on. Therefore, the vision of this paper 

aims to propose an innovative social network based application recommendation system by 

considering both applications’ objective aspects and users’ subjective point of views. The whole 

recommendation system architecture is demonstrated in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1  Architecture of social application recommendation mechanism 
 

 

The systematical model includes three analytical modules which are “Popularity and 

Reputation Analysis Module”, “Preference Analysis Module”, and “Social Similarity and 

Social Interaction Analysis Module”. In the popularity and reputation analysis module, a 

statistic survey is given to a mount of users in order to practically investigate how an 

application’s public information, for example, number of users, number of fans and rating 

actually influence users’ decision. After a general users’ concern derived from the empirical 

study, application’s population and reputation information could later be used to infer 

application’s performance based on users’ perceptions. In the preference analysis module, the 

target user’s entire used application data is collected in the purpose of discovering user’s 

category taste. In social similarity and social interaction analysis module, for the sake to 

evaluate an application’s social attraction power, which mean the social invitation capability 

brought by the intimate friends who has used this application, the target user’s social 

relationships and interactions among friends are extracted. These three modules would 

produce the corresponding scores (PRs, Ps and SRs), representing the degree of that dimension 

respectively. In order to optimally combine the scores to best represent users’ points of view, 
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an artificial intelligent method, back-propagation neural network, is applied. The details of 

calculations in the three modules are illustrated in the following sections. 

3.1  Popularity and Reputation Analysis 

Popularity and reputation of social network based application could be regarded as the clues 

for users to evaluate application’s performance. It is reasonable to suppose that the higher 

popularity and reputation of an application, the more valued and attracted the social application 

may be. Common available popularity and reputation information online includes numbers of 

users, number of fans, number of friends using the application, and feedbacks such as reviews, 

discuss streams, and ratings. They are important materials for users to make their decisions on 

whether to use or not. However, for the concern of avoiding information overlap, we reduce the 

analysis dimensions to only three representative attributes, which are “No. of Users”, “No. of 

Fans” and “Rating”. Let’s take review and ranking for example. Since it is ordinary for most 

websites to provide review mechanism along with rating, the comment of review could be 

highly positive related to ranking score. A review could be viewed as a subgroup of rating that 

expresses more thoughts and emotional manners than numerical rating number. Unfortunately, 

the opinion mining of review is beyond the research concept of this paper. Therefore, we tend to 

use only the rating of application to represent the overall reputation. Online rating, which could 

be traced back to 1990 [2], is omnipresent in books[32], movies[36] and news product 

items[8].Nevertheless, it is reported that current reputation mechanism leads to a 

disproportionately greater amount of positive feedback then negative or neural feedbacks 

[40].Thus, to eliminate the bias of relying on a specific parameter, we tend to combine more 

than one scope together. Fan is a newly used term in website that expresses a feeling of 

admiration or fondness of something. When users make themselves as fans of social network 

based applications, in some way, it represents users’ stronger feelings toward it than others that 

are not chosen as fans. It is probably intuitive to regard “No. of Users” as a factor to evaluate 
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popularity and “Rating” as a parameter to estimate reputation; however, “No. of Fans” seems 

like an undefined term which somehow might represent half popularity and half reputation. 

Therefore, in the research, popularity and reputation are merged together firstly to avoid the 

ambiguous problem of definition and secondly present a higher level of overall score. The three 

attributes that contribute to popularity and reputation are illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

Figure3.2 Three attributes about popularity and reputation of social application 

 

Although we could obtain the above numbers about the social application from websites, we 

still lack of information to decide whether they are meaningful to users or not when they come 

to the decisions. People might consider differently about the preferences or priorities of the 

popularity and reputation. For example, some people would stress more attention to popularity 

of application since they might want to expand their social boundaries by meeting new people 

while some others tend to be more affected by reputation because they think that the reputation 

could possibly reflect the truly using experiences. Still, there are others considering both factors 

without noticing the degrees. Because the preferences or priorities of popularity and reputation 

of people are diverse, a questionnaire survey is given to the active social network users in order 

to deduce the general weights of these three attributes. After the average weights are derived 

from empirical study, we utilized these weights to calculate the Popularity and Reputation score 

( PRs ) of each application in the following. Denote ( )D A  as a decision matrix where 

={ , for =1,..., }iA a i m  is a set of alternatives representing available social network based 
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applications and ={ , for =1,2,3}i ija a j
 
symbolizing the criteria values of “No. of Users”, “No. 

of Fans” ,and “Rating” of that alternative respectively. The PRs of each alternative is calculated 

as 

3
=1( )=s ij jjPR a a wi ∑ ,                                                       (4) 

where ija  is the element in the normalization decision matrix and jw stands for the weight of 

criteria.  

3.2  Users’ Preference Analysis 

Knowing users’ preference perfectly is one of the key successful factors in the 

recommendation system. By analyzing users’ social application using situation in the past, we 

can better understand users’ preference and therefore could further recommend items with 

highly suitable and interest to them. Most of social network platform providers have 

categorized applications into several predefined categories in order to help users to search more 

easily by categories. Suppose under the circumstance of 1-1 relationship between the provided 

category and the application, user’s preference of each category type could be inferred as 

follows. Denote { }1,...,= nA a a means a set of social network based applications and 

{ }1,...,= mC c c  represents a set of predefined categories on the social network platform. To 

consider the preference weight for the target user iu to each category, we collect and exploit 

target user’s application using histories including usage frequency. For   jc C∀ ∈ , 

Sum ( )
iu jc is a summation of the usage frequency of the social application belonging to 

category jc , the formula is defined as 

( )
( )

( )= ( )
i i

k j

u j u k
a A c

Sum c fq a
∈
∑ ,                                                (5) 
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where { }( )= ( )j k j kA c a c C a∈ denotes a set of applications which related to category jc  and 

( ) ( )
iu ifq a

 
indicates iu ’s usage or participant frequency of ia . The preference weight ( PW ) 

of category jc for user iu  is formed as  

=1

Sum ( )
( )

( )

i
i

i

u j
u j m

u j
j

c
PW c

Sum c
=

∑  ,                                                  (6) 

The preference weight of the corresponding category stands for the attractive strength of that 

kind of social application type. Thus we can predict other social applications that target users 

haven’t noticed or used yet by evaluating their preference score ( sP ) in the below function.  

( ) ( )
is i u jP a PW c= ,                                                          (7) 

3.3  Social Similarity and Social Interaction Analysis 

Social similarity and social interaction are two essential factors utilized to analyze static and 

dynamic dimensions of human’s social behaviors on social network platform respectively. 

Social similarity aims to consider implicit social behavior, such as “friends in common” and 

“application used in common”, in order to recommend social applications with similar social 

circle and alike application taste. The more friends-in-common of the two people, the higher 

connection level and influence probability might lie between them. Because when two people 

have many mutual friends, it is highly likely that they are quite linked and closed in the social 

society and simultaneously has a greater possibility to be influenced through others’ 

information flows in the same network. Additionally, “Mutual application” is another key 

element of similarity that refers to the idea of collaborative recommendation. Friends who have 

applied many social applications in common are more likely to have similar preference tastes. 

Thus their applied social applications could have tremendous possibility to be regarded as 
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recommendation candidates with mighty subject attraction and high friend’s participating rate 

(high social attraction). 

    Comparing with social similarity, social interaction is a more dynamic relation that 

contains all kinds of actions happening among people. For example, users might simply 

comment on others or apply the function ability of applications to send birthday cards to, give 

hugs to, or play games with friends. These social actions reveal not only the social intimacy 

level of the two people, but also the fondness level of interacting with each other through the 

function of application. It is assumed that people with high intimacy level would lead to high 

interaction frequency, and would accordingly further result in high social application usage rate, 

since most of interactions are supported by applications. Therefore, for people who often use 

social applications to interact with intimidate friends would be more attracted to and pay 

attention to those social applications that close friends are participating in. In other words, if the 

recommendation comes from a friend with strong social interaction strength, the fascinating 

power to the user would be greater than those come from friends with low social interaction 

level. 

  For the purpose of recommending social applications based on user’s social behavior and 

relationship situation on the social network platform, a user and his/her friends’ social 

similarity and social interaction information are retrieved to calculate an overall social relation 

score (SRs), representing the application’s social attraction and appealing level for the 

recommended user. 

 

3.3.1Social Relation score (SRs) calculation 

 To calculate the social relation score of social application, we firstly make two definitions 

(dofinition1&2) about the structural pattern of social network and social application according 

to the similar concepts in [24]. Furthermore, to be more specific for the target user that we focus 
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to recommend for, an expending definition (definition 3) is applied.      

Definition 1 (Social network layer) Social network layer, SNL , is defined as  

, ,USNL U N P= 〈 〉 ,                                                          (8) 

where { }1,..., uU u u= is a set of users on the social network, and UN U U⊆ × is a set of 

friendship links and interaction links between users. { }1
,...,

uu uP p p= means a set of 

corresponding main pages on the social network website displaying posts, comments, and all 

kinds of interactions related to the corresponding user in U . 

Definition 2 (Social Application layer). A social application layer, SAL , which is an 

abbreviation of social network based application layer, is defined as  

,  U ASAL A N ×= 〈 〉 ,                                                          (9) 

Where { }1,..., nA a a=
 

means a set of applications supplied on the social network website and 

U AN U A× ⊆ ×  is a link set between users and applications representing the usage relationship. 

Definition 3 To further expand definition1 for a target user iu  on SNL and definition 2 for 

iu ’s applications’ using situation, we define iu  and his/her friends as  

( ),  , ,  ( ) ( )SNL F u N SR pu i F u u ui i i i
= 〈 〉 ,                                    (10) 

where { }1( ) ,...,i mF u f f=  is a set of iu ’s friends on SNL . ( ) ( )
iF u i i UN u F u N⊆ × ⊆  is a set 

of interaction links between user iu  and his/her friends . { }1( ) ( ) ( ),...,
i i i mu u f u fSR SR SR=  

indicates the corresponding weight of social relation in ( )iF uN . It is noted that because from 

iu ’s view point the most related users on social network are his/her friends; we emphasize a 

target users’ social relationship on friendship. And the definition of iu ’s application usage 
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situation is defined as  

( )( ),  
i i iU i u A uSAL A u N ×= 〈 〉 ,                                                  (11) 

where ( )iA u  means a set of applications that iu  uses and ( ) ( )
i iu A u i iN u A u U A× ⊆ × ⊆ ×

 
is a 

link set between iu and social applications, representing the usage relationship. The structural 

relationships of variables in definition 3 are demonstrated in Figure 3.3 . 

 

 
Figure 3.3 The structural relationship of SNL and SAL  

 

The Social Relation ( SR ) between a user iu  and his/her friend jf  is composed of their 

Social Similarity ( SS ) value and Social Interaction ( SI ) value as: 

( , ) ( ,  ) ( ,  )
i ju f i j i jSR SS u f SI u f= +

,                                            (13) 

The details of the formulation are deliberated as following. 

Firstly, given a user iu  and one of his/her friend jf , the Social Similarity ( SS ) between them 

is defined as 
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( ) ( )( , ) , ,i j T i j FC i jSS u f Sim u f Sim u f= +
,                                     (12) 

where ( ),T i jSim u f represents the similarity level of their social application’s tastes and 

( ),FC i jSim u f indicates their similarity degree of friends in common, i.e., the friend consensus 

similarity.  

The similarity of taste ( ),T i jSim u f is formulated by 

( ) { }( ) ( )
, =

( )
k k i j

T i j
i

A A A u A f
Sim u f

A u

∈ ∩
,                                     (13) 

where ( )( ) { | , }
i ii k i k u A uA u a u a N ×= 〈 〉∈ and ( )( ) { | , }

j jj k j k u A uA f a f a N ×= 〈 〉∈
 

indicate a set of applications used by user iu  and jf respectively. And the similarity of friend 

consensus ( ),FC i jSim u f is evaluated in the formulation of  

( ) { }( ) ( )
, =

Max ( ),  ( )
k k i j

FC i j
i j

F F F u F f
Sim u f

F u F F

∈ ∩

⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
,                                     (14) 

where { }( )( )= ,
i ii k i k u A uF u f u f N ×∈ denotes a set of iu ’s friends. Secondly, the Social 

Interaction ( SI ) between iu  and jf is denoted as 

( )
( ) ( )

, =
Max[ ( ) ( )] 

i i

j j
i j

U U

Comment f Interaction f
SI u f

Comment P Interaction P

+

+
,                            (15) 

where ( )jComment f  ( ( )jInteraction f ), which belongs to ( )i iu A uN × , stands for the total 

number of comments (interactions) that jf commends (interacts) 

to iu and Max[ ( ) ( )]
i iU UComment P Interaction P+ points out the maximum number of addition 

of comments and interactions from friends in ( )iF u .  It is notable that interactions in this 

research contains all the actions supported by any application on the social network websites, 
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such as giving and taking and sending and receiving actions.  

  After every Social Relation ( SR ) among target user and all of his/her friends are estimated, 

we can utilized them to finally calculate the Social Relation Score ( sSR ) of applications in 

order to recommend target user something with high social attraction. The Social Relation 

Score ( sSR ) is defined as  

( , )
( )

( )=
i k

k i

s i u f
f FUA a

SR a SR
∈
∑

,                                                 (16) 

where { }( )= ,i k k i X ZFUA a f f a N ×∈ means a set of iu ’s friends using ia .Notably, all of the 

value should be normalized before being computed in the formulation. 

3.4  Neural Network-based Recommendation Mechanism 

In this sector, we aim to combine popularity and reputation score ( sPR ), preference score 

( Ps ) and social relation score ( sSR ) which are derived from the former analysis modules. The 

recommendation score ( )
iu iR a of the social network based application ia for the user iu  is 

defined as following: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
i

N N N
u i s i s i s iR a PR a P a SR aα β γ= + + ,                                   (17) 

where the uppercase N of sPR , Ps  and sSR stands for the scores after the process of 

normalization. Parametersα ,β andγ which are individually between 0 to 1 are the system-set 

weights totally accumulated equal to 1. 

 In the purpose of modeling the optimal way of combining these three implicit related factors 

in order to significantly represent users’ decision preference, a back-propagation neural 

network is adopted. A BPNN model is one of the most frequently used techniques for 

classification and prediction. Its’ special abilities of accommodating complex and non-linear 
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data and learning implicit relations lying behind the scene support us to deal with modeling 

and forecasting demands. The process of applying BPNN is described in the following. The 

initial recommendation list of top- k social network based applications is delivered to the target 

user by a web-based interface (see Appendix A).For each target user, he/she would review the 

recommendation results along with all the required information about these social applications, 

such as users number, fans number, rating, category, friends lists with social relation weightings 

individually and a hyperlink to the main page for further detailed description of that application. 

Users are required to make unbiased evaluations by scoring each application according to their 

own preference and conception. After users’ feedbacks are obtained, they are put into BPNN 

model to systematically learn the weights of α , β and γ  respectively through the neural 

network. Once the training is done, the trained BPNN model would be applied to compute the 

forecasted recommendation score ( )
i

F
u iR a  and generate the recommendation list.  
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CHAPTER 4 Experimental Study 

  So far, in the previous chapters, we have introduced the system framework and the 

corresponding modules of social network based application recommendation mechanism. In 

this section, to empirically examine the effectiveness and satisfaction of the proposed model, 

we select Facebook, which is the sixth most-trafficked website in the world[29] with over than 

200 million active users and more than 52,000 currently available application [16], as the 

experiment platform. 

  The details of the experiment are organized as follows. Initially we describe the data 

collection process and analyze data characteristics, secondly illustrate the result of statistic 

survey which reveals general users’ perceptions of the weighting relationships among 

application’s attributes (No. users, No. Fans and Rating) when making their usage decision. 

Lastly, the recommendation experimental results and evaluations are demonstrated. 

4.1 Data Descriptions 

In the early April, 2009, we invite 44 active Facebook users aging between 23- 30 as our 

target users , and with the permission given from them, we start to crawl their personal profile 

pages, application pages (Appendix B), and friend lists to collect personal comments, 

interactions, application usage situations and tastes that happened within a past year. In addition, 

for every target user, the personal recommendation pool of social network based application is 

composed of the union of 1) 3000 applications with top popularity ranking provide in Facebook 

application category page (Appendix C) and 2) all applications which a target user’s friends are 

using but he/her has not used.  The detailed statistics information of this study is presented in 

the following. First of all, we overview the average distribution trend of the average numbers 

of 44 target users’ “number of friends”, “number of social applications used”, “number of 
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comments and interactions that happened between target user and friends” and “number of 

social applications in the first degree friendship”, which means the number of social 

applications that friends are already using but the target user yet to use”. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 The average numbers of users’ data attributes 

 

As shown in Figure 4.1, the average number of social applications is 32.39, the average 

number of friends lies at 50.11, the average number of comments and interactions places at 

84.5 and the average number of social applications in the first degree friendship is 351.13. It 

is amazed to discover that averagely there are over ten times of social applications lie in users’ 

first degree friendship that are probably still un-noticed to the target users. This implies a 

great opportunity to leverage friends’ usage social applications as recommendation candidates 

since they have more social attraction powers than others. A detail distribution of every target 

user’s situation is present in Figure 4.2. The quantities of social applications are diverse 

majorly between one hundred and six hundreds. 
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Figure 4.2 The distribution of No. social applications and No. applications in first degree 

friendship 

 

Next, we zoon in to analyze the relationships among “number of friends”, “number of social 

applications”, and “number of comments and interactions” illustrated in Figure 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.3 The distribution of target users’ No. Friend, No. Social Application and No. 

comments and interactions 
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The lines in Figure 4.3 fluctuate almost simultaneously upwards and downwards. There is 

likelihood that these three parameters may be associated. We further tend to unfold the 

assumption by performing a correlation test (see in Table 4.1). 

 

Table 4.1 Correlation of user’s  
Pearson Correlation 

 No. Social Application No. Friends No. Comts & Interactions 
No. Social Application 1 0.649** 0.497** 
No. Friends 0.649** 1 0.762** 
No. Comts & Interactions 0.497** 0.762** 1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 

 

As can been seen in Table 4.1, the three variables are significant correlated to each other. 

Therefore, based on the statistic evidence derived, we would go advance to infer the possible 

meaning lying behind. It is likely that the more friends a user has the higher possibility of 

him/her to be exposed in a condition of being invited or influenced by friends, thus having 

more chances to apply new social applications. Or it might be probable for a user to joined a 

social application due to its’ social attraction brought from a friend with high comments and 

interactions level. Therefore, to recommend appropriate social applications to a target user, 

analyzing his/her social relationships would be a right way to go. 

According to the collected data in the middle of May, 2009, social network based 

applications on Facebook are found to be categorized into eight types. Based upon thousands of 

collected social application data, the pie chart demonstrated in Figure 4.4 displays the quantity 

percentage for each application category. 
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Figure 4.4 Types and distribution of Facebook category 

  

 In the pie chart, the “Game” category is in possession of one half amounts of numbers. 

Nearly one fourth of application is “lifestyle” and more than one eighth of numbers is “utilities”. 

The application quantity of a specific category might reveals market tendency and users’ needs 

for that kind of application. Evidence can be given by comparing it with the average 

distribution of 44 target users’ preference weights, which are calculated according to users’ 

usage histories. As shown in Figure 4.5, users’ preference weights of categories appear to 

reflect the quantity of that application. 

 
Figure 4.5 Users’ average preference of application categories 
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4.2 Results of Empirical Survey for Popularity and Reputation. 

   “Number of users” and “rating”, as clues to indicate popularity and reputation, are 

ordinarily available information provided on website for people to judge the possible quality 

and performance of a product or service. “Number of fans”, which is newly used in the web, 

has gradually raised user’s attention. However, we do not know their actually meaning and 

relative importance in user’s decision making situation, especially in a brand new service, 

social network based application. Thus in our research, we invite 41 active social application 

users on Facebook to fill the relative weightings of the three attributes according to their 

decision experience and preference. The web based questionnaires can be referred to Appendix 

D. Based on our survey, we find out that people would think more highly about the information 

of No.Users with a degree of 0.48 and think almost equally of No. Fans and Rating scores as 

0.25 and 0.27 respectively (see in Figure 4.6). It is notable that Facebook use “monthly active 

users” instead of the number of users. 

 

Figure 4.6 The weights of No. Users, Rating and No. Fans derived from empirical study 
  

4.3 Recommendation Strategies  

In this research, we design seven different recommendation strategies to evaluate the 

correctness of system design. The following are the strategies we use: 
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1) All + BPNN  

This is the method proposed in the research that utilizes back-propagation neural network 

model to combine objective information (popularity and reputation scores) of social network 

based application and subjective information (preference score and social relationship score) of 

personal concerns.  

2) All + AHP 

Although Artificial Neural Network has been proved as an effective method to deal with 

unknown weighting problems, however, it is still a black box that reveals nothing about the 

actually value of weights. To make up for the drawback of BPNN, we experimentally attempt to 

fix the block box problem by using Analytic Hierarchy Process method to deliberate users’ 

decisions making preference on social network based application. In this strategy, the 

weightings (α ,β andγ ) of PRs, Ps and SRs are derived from historical data, i.e., the initial 

feedbacks in this experiment. 

3) All 

All stands for the initial recommendation result that lacks of BPNN to learn the non-linear 

relationships between PRs, Ps and SRs. It can be regarded as a benchmark to prove whether it is 

necessary to adjust the weightings. In this study, we set 0.3α = , 0.3β = and 0.4γ = . 

4) SRs +Ps 

It would be interesting to exam the effect of only taking personal subjective information as 

the recommendation criteria. Therefore, in this strategy, we set 0α = , 0.5β =  and 0.5γ = . 

5) SRs 

What if we only consider the influence of social relation? In this study we try to test the 

impact of social similarity and social intimacy, setting 0α = , 0β = and 1γ = . 

6) PRs 

PRs stands for the merge score of “No. User”, “No. Fans” and “Rating”. It is a brand new 
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combination proposed in this paper therefore requires experimental validation. In this study, we 

set 1α = , 0β =  and 0γ = . 

7) Pop 

Pop, which is the abbreviation of popularity, is widely used in most of the recommendation 

system. Facebook, for example, temporarily ranks their applications by the number of monthly 

active users. Thus, we select pop as the basic recommendation benchmark. 

4.4 Experimental Design and Evaluation Results 

According to the report that user often only accesses to the documents/articles lying on the 

first two page[21], which is usually 10 results per page, we design to split our recommendation 

strategies and benchmarks into two stages in order to fit the designed experiment process and 

keep the total number of list items close to 20s. 

 The experiment is divided into three stages. In the first stage, a recommendation list which 

unites each top 7 applications of strategy “Pop”, strategy “PRs”, strategy “SRs”, strategy “SRs 

+Ps” and strategy “All” are delivered to the target users with a five point ranking scale, which 

starts from “strongly willing to use”, “willing to use”, “ok to use”, “not willing to use”, 

“strongly not willing to use”. This five point ranking, which represents both the acceptance of 

the recommendation result and user’s satisfaction, is used as an evaluation index. Among the 

44 target users, we separate them into two groups, which are 30 and 14. The previous group is 

the main target users invited to evaluate all the seven recommendation strategies. The latter 

group is arranged for training the back-propagation neural network. In the second stage, based 

on 14 target users’ feedbacks derived from first stage, we could train the neural networks to 

learn users’ general implicit decision preference of the usage of social applications and 

therefore we could use the trained model to predict the recommendation scores ( ( )
iu iR a ) of 

the social applications in the main 30 target users’ data pools. Also, the initial feedbacks of all 
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the target users in the two groups are all collected and put into Analytic Hierarchy Process 

model to calculate the relative weightings of the three factors and accordingly predict each 

social application’s recommendation scores ( ( )
iu iR a ) for the main 30 target users. In the third 

stage, we collect each top 7 recommendations from strategy “All + BPNN”, strategy “All + 

AHP” and strategy according to individual’s personal result, and present the union lists to 

target users. 

 

4.4.1 Training Neural Network for Prediction  
 

Since the BPNN model is one of the most widely used ANN models, general commercials 

ANN software package (e.g. NeuroSolution 5, NeuroShell 2, NeuFrame etc) can be applied 

even if users are beginners. In this part, we utilized the expert mode of NeuroSolution 5 to 

conduct BPNN. The expert mode provides three levels of neural network complexity, which are 

low, medium and high. In the low complexity level, we find out the network is composed of one 

input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer; meanwhile, the medium and high level are 

both one input layer, two hidden layer and one output layer. By iteratively trying, we find out 

that two hidden layers’ network outperforms one hidden layer. And under the two hidden layer 

network, we have tested 1 2( , )PEs PEs  for pairs of (10, 5), (20, 10), (30, 15) and (40, 20), 

where 1PEs stands for the processing elements in the first hidden layer and 2PEs represents the 

second, and finally discover that (20, 10) has lowest Mean Squared Error for both testing data 

and cross validation testing data. The result is presented in Figure 4.7. It shows that the learning 

curve of Mean Squared Error (Testing) during 1000 epochs quickly drops down toward 0.07 

and level off. The Mean Squared Error (Cross Validation) is vibrating between 0.8 and 0.9. The 

Mean Squared Error (MSE) is denoted as  
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2
1

1 ( )n
i iiMSE y x

n == −∑ ,                                                    (18) 

 

Figure 4.7 the MSE value of the trained neural network 
 

4.4.2 Calculating Analytic Hierarchy Process 

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [44] is one of well-known methods to treat multi-criteria 

decision making (MCDM) problems. By mathematical pair-wise comparison, AHP 

determinates relative importance or weights of criteria that supports human to make thorough 

decision. It has been applied in many research fields like product recommendation[33] and 

tourism recommendation [23, 50]. 

  Generally, four stages are involved in using AHP for attribute weighting calculation. Firstly, 

a decision matrix including the value of each criterion for each alternative is constructed. 

Secondly, after the decision matrix was built, normalization is needed to eliminate the 

dimensional effect of multiple attributes in an alternative. Thirdly, instead of requiring expertise 

or users to personally define their preference weights of the criteria in the pair-wise comparison 

matrix, in this research, we tend to utilize users’ histories to construct the initial values of the 

preference weights based on the calculation method described in [50]. Suppose ( )H A denotes as 

a set of target user’s used application histories which contain elements ija
 
in the normalized 
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decision matrix and xyP
 
is the relative preference weight of x criterion to y criterion. The 

formulation of xyP
 
is expressed as  

=1 =1= k k
xy iy ixi ip a a∑ ∑ ,                                                    (1) 

where , 0ix iya a ≠ , for =1,2...,i k  is the number alternatives and j stands for the number of 

criterion. Based on the value of xyP derived from the normalized decision matrix, the 

preference weight values of criteria could be next calculated from the pair-wise comparison 

matrix. Let comparison matrix B be a n n×  matrix in which element ijb denotes the relative 

preference weight of i  criterion in terms of j criterion and formulates as   

 

-1

      if  > 

=  1         if  = 

     if  < 

ij

ij

ij

p i j

b i j

p i j

⎧
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪⎩

  ,                                                       (2) 

Fourthly, to derive the relative weight of the criteria from the comparison matrix B , a 

geometric mean method is used as follows. 

1/n

=1
=

n

i ij
j

w b
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∏ ,                                                             (3) 

where iw  is a relative weight value for an alternative i , and n represents the number of 

criterion. Notice that according to[7], it is recommended to use geometric mean method instead 

of eigenvector to avoid problems of left-right eigenvector asymmetry and dependent of relative 

measurements among alternatives.  

In this paper, we tend to leverage AHP method to model the possible weightings of the 

three parameters, which are PRs, Ps and SRs, from the initial feedbacks. In order to 

confidently model users’ decision criteria, we only select social network based applications 

from users’ initial feedbacks that are equal or above three points. Based on the total 734 samples, 
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the weights are derived in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2 Weights of PRs, Ps, SRs 
Weight of PRs (α) Weight of Ps (β) Weight of SRs (γ) 
0.314472340531904 0.334456703979903 0.35107095548819 

 

As shown in Table 4.2, the three values are roughly one third individually, however, there are 

a point two degree difference among 1) PRs and Ps, 2) Ps and SRs, and a point four difference 

degree between PRs and SRs. From this AHP model, we might be able to know the truly 

relationship among the three factors and discover the fact that social relationship, including 

users’ social intimacy and similarity, plays the most important part in the decision of using 

social network based service, followed by firstly user’s self-preference and secondly social 

application’s popularity and reputation. 

 

4.4.3 Users’ Evaluation Results and Discussion  

In this section, we would present users’ evaluations of the seven social application 

recommendation strategies. Based on the reviews given from main 30 target active Facebook 

users, the average rating scores of the each strategy are given in Figure 4.8. The average results 

are ordered from low to high, left to right. As can be seen, strategy “All + BPNN” receives the 

highest average rating, followed by strategy “All + AHP” and “All”. Social related strategies 

such as “SRs +Ps” and “SRs” have better scores than popularity and reputation (“PRs”) or 

popularity (“Pop”) only. 
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Figure 4.8 The average rating result of seven recommendation strategies 
 

A statistical test (e.g. paired sample t-test) is used to further confirm the significant difference 

of the proposed recommendation result (see Table 4.3). At 95% significant level, all the test 

results show that strategy “All+BPNN” is significant under 0.05 in terms of the rests. Therefore, 

it proves that the proposed recommendation strategy is the best compared to other strategies.  

 
Table 4.3The statistical verification results of “All+BPNN” versus the others 

Paired Group T-value Sig.(2-taild) 

 
 
All+BPNN & 

All+AHP 8.019 0.000 
All 7.234 0.000 
SRs + Ps 5.326 0.000 
SRs 6.799 0.000 
PRs 8.206 0.000 
Pop 9.464 0.000 

 

After briefly presenting the average rating score of the seven recommendation strategies, we 

furthermore focus on describing and comparing sets of strategies. Firstly, detail information 
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and a statistic test about strategy “Pop” and “PRs” are presented. 

 

Figure 4.9 Rating distributions of PRs and Pop  

 

Figure 4.9 illustrates the rating distribution of “Pop” and “PRs”, clearly indicating that “PRs” 

nearly dominates “Pop” from every user’s rating. By statistic testing, Table 4.4 demonstrates a 

significant difference between them. 

 

Table 4.4 The statistical verification results of “PRs” versus “Pop” 

 Mean Std. Dev. Pair T-Test T-value Sig.(2-tailed)

PRs 3.310 0.422 PRs - Pop 4.247       0.000 
Pop 3.007 0.493 

 

It is important to verify that combining “No. Users”, “No. Fans” and “rating” is a better way to 

evaluate application’s overall popularity along with reputation. 

Next, we aim at deliberate personal subjective factors to compare the impacts of social 

relations only and social relations added with application’s preference. The following Figure 

displays the rating results of strategy “SRs + Ps” and “SRs”. 
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Figure 4.10 Rating distributions of “SRs + Ps” and “SRs” 

 

Figure 4.10 shows that “SRs + Ps” is obviously greater than “SRs” in some area and lightly 

greater than “SRs” in the most area. To further analysis, a t-test is done and shown in Table 4.5. 

     

Table 4.5 The statistical verification results of SRs + Ps versus SRs 

 Mean Std. Dev. Pair T-Test T-value Sig.(2-tailed)

SRs + Ps 3.602 0.378 SRs + Ps – SRs 2.275     0.030 
SRs 3.443 0.360 

 

As can been seen, a statistic proof has shown that “SRs + Ps” is significantly different from 

“SRs”, and therefore we could confidently infer that “SRs + Ps” works better to fit users’ 

personal concerns by taking both social relation and preference tastes into consideration.    

Lastly, we intent to compare the influence of weighting modification process, and go beyond 

to analyze the consequence of two different weighting modification methods. Since there is 

only a slightly rating difference, which is 0.3%, between “SRs + Ps” and “All”, it is definitely 

required a more sophisticated procedure to deal with the weighting issue. In this paper, we 
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select a black box method and a white box method to exam the result respectively. Detail 

information of “All + BPNN”, “All + AHP” and “All” is displayed in Figure 4.11 and the t-test 

is shown in Table 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.11 Users’ rating of strategy “All + BPNN”, “All + AHP” and “All” 

 

Table 4.6 The statistical verification results of All + BPNN”, “All + AHP” and “All” 

 Mean Std. Dev. Pair T-Test T-value Sig.(2-taild)

All+BPNN 3.898 0.355 All+BPNN - All+AHP 8.019 0.000 
All+AHP 3.746 0.408 All+BPNN - All 7.234 0.000 
All 3.609 0.371 All+AHP  - All 2.775 0.010 

 

  Based on the results shown above, both “All + BPNN” and “All + AHP” outperform “All”. 

It suggests that under these two weighting modifications, the recommender service could better 

catch users’ decision preferences and concerns, providing more suitable recommendation 

results. In addition, by comparing “All + BPNN” with “All + AHP”, we could probably make a 

brief conclusion that BPNN as a more sophisticated mathematical modeling method, dose a 

better job than AHP that used in this paper. However, since “All + AHP” could help expose the 

truly weights of the three factors, it would give the decision maker a hint of how to deal with the 
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social network based recommendation. 

Although Analytic Hierarchy Process does not predict humans’ decision making as well as 

Back-propagation neural network, however, it seems correctly uncover the decision strengths 

that could be partially proven in the outcomes of the average rating scores of the seven 

recommendation strategies (see in Figure 4.8). The rating scores of strategy “SRs + Ps” and 

“SRs” are higher than “PRs” or “Pop”, exhibiting the similar importance calculated from AHP 

(“SRs” >“PRs”). 

 In the end of this section, we would discuss and summarize the meaning of the 

recommendation results. Firstly, it is proved that the combination of the three parameters 

(“number of users”, “rating” and “number of fans”) is superior to the basic recommendation 

method, popularity, in extracting service’s explicit performance. Users in their decision 

process would consider all the information that portrays the popularity and reputation together 

rather than popularity only. Secondly, social relation is justified as a more important factor to 

users than popularity and reputation. Both social related recommendation strategies are more 

outperformed. Thirdly, users would also think highly of service content. Whether the 

recommended service fits user’s taste or not would play an essential role in recommendation 

service. Lastly, using back propagation neural network model to extract users’ decision 

criteria weightings is more accurate than utilizing Analytic Hierarchy Process method. It 

might because that AHP is a one-time-calculation method that uses summarized numerical 

difference to infer the possible weightings, however, BPNN takes an iterative training process 

to model the relative weights. Nevertheless, AHP method does help us to uncover the mask of 

the possible weightings of “social application’s popularity and reputation”, “user’s preference” 

and “social relations of applications”, giving us an guiding principle for social network based 

services recommendation. 
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CHAPTER 5 Conclusion and Future Works 

5.1 Conclusion  

With the prosperity of social network based websites, more and more people have joined to 

use or plugged into developing the social network based services. This tremendous growth of 

social network based service leads to some dilemmas. For users’ concern, it is hard and 

inconvenient to discover attractive services from tons of social services; for developers and 

cooperated sponsors’ concern, it seems to lack of channels to promote themselves to extensive 

users that are interested in them. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a social network based 

service recommendation mechanism which combines aspects of services’ popularity and 

reputation, users’ service preferences and social relationships. 

The contributions and interesting findings of this paper are summarized as follows. First, 

little researches have done by systematically studying the recommendation of social network 

based service. We are one of the pioneers to empirically perform an experiment of 

recommending social applications on the social network platform. Second, it is justified that 

the proposed mechanism outperforms other benchmarks by having greater rating results that 

satisfy users’ expectations and requirements. Third, by empirically investigating users’ 

decision perceptions regarding to the information of “rating”, “number of fans”, and “number 

of users” of a product or service, it is found that the information of “number of users” plays 

the most important part in users’ decision making of whether to use or not. Also, by the 

calculation of Analytic Hierarchy Process, we uncover the priorities of “service’s popularity 

and reputation”, “user’s preference” and “user’s social relations”. It is suggests that when a 

user comes to a decision, he/she would regard service’ social attraction and relationship as the 

most important part, followed by “user’s preference” and next “service’s popularity and 

reputation”. Both the proposed social network service recommendation mechanism and the 
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derived decision preferences and priorities from users’ points of view would help social 

network providers to well customized their users’ recommendation lists and further improve 

their customer relationship management. 

5.2 Limitation and Future Works 

There are some limitations in our research. The methodology of calculating user’s 

preference weights is restricted to one category per application due to the limitation of 

experimental platform. It is notable that the category design might be different among service 

platforms. To be more considerate, if the social network platform uses multi-categories to tag 

each application, presenting a many to one condition, clustering technique would require 

re-categorize. Moreover, in practical, due to the restriction of time, there is a little possibility for 

every target user to try every single category in the pass. Thus, to deal with the problem of 

empty preference weight of a specific category, a transmitting method might be suggested.  

In spite of only depending on the service platform’s pre-defined categories, it would be 

more accurate if ontology is constructed to describe social applications or services’ attributes. 

Still, there are some other topics available for improving the research. To further analyze 

social application’s reputation, a review mining would be needed to actually know the opinion 

of comments. It would be more complete and powerful to integrate popularity, reputation, and 

review mining together. Also, to recommend social application with high qualities, a QoS 

investigation and generalization might be required. To enforce the ability to model users’ 

interests and tastes, we need to collect and analyze more personal information to rich users’ 

profile, such as communities that user joined, and subjects that they collect or be fans of. 

Beside of studying one layer interaction between two people, user’s social relationship 

analysis might expand to the user’s communities for further putting the influence of network 

structural and other peers’ interaction into consideration. 
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Appendix A 
The User Interface of Evaluation From  

for Social Network based Application recommendation 
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Appendix B 
An example of social network based application on Facebook 
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Appendix C 
The Application Directory of Facebook 
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Appendix D 
The web based questionnaires for surveying popularity and reputation weighting 

 


